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SCENE 1

Establish Tim's routine. Wakes up. Gets out of bed. Checks
E-mail. Shower and browsing internet. Walk out of room. Tim 
is in classroom on the computer.

Teacher: Don't forget, your sources 
are due next class!

Puts his laptop away as he is leaving class.

Friend: Want to go to lunch?

Tim: Sure.

SCENE 2 DORM ROOM

Fabian is sitting in his chair tuning his violin.

Fabian: How was lunch?

Tim: Good.

Tim goes on the computer to check his e-mail.

Tim: What happened to the internet?

Fabian: Al Gore took it back.

Tim is distraught, frantic to find a 
connection to the outside world.

Fabian: Why don't you just turn on 
the news?

Tim: Yeah, good idea....

SCENE 3 NEWS ROOM

(Rick Elmhorst Bay News 9) Breaking News.

Reporter: Mass pandemonium breaks 
out after former vice-president and
environmental activist Al Gore takes 
back what he's always considered
his. Although we have not received 
word of why he took such rash
measures, experts have concluded it 
must be a part of his new green 
campaign. We could not reach Mr.
Gore for comment, but our sources 
say the former Vice President
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considers this merely an 
inconvenient truth. At the present 
moment there's no word when the
Internet will be back, but.....

(broadcast ends abruptly, cut to studio. lights turn off as
reporter looks up and realizes what is happening.)

Reporter: Oh my God, he's doing a 
fire sale. (Jesus Christ. It's a
fire sale.)

Cameraman: What's that? (What?))

Reporter: Everything must go.

SCENE 4 DORM ROOM

Tim is beating the television in sorrow.

Fabian: Why do you care so much 
about the internet anyway?

Tim gives Fabian the look of death.

Tim: My LIFE is on the Internet!!! 
Bridgette is on the Internet! How am
I gonna check to see if she 
responded to my message?! I have
class in 10 minutes, I need to get 
my assignments!

Fabian: Class is canceled.

Tim: How do you know?!

Fabian: Go outside.

SCENE 5 CUB CIRCLE

Tim opens window and sticks his head outside. There's a woman
(ALEX) with a megaphone announcing the time and other student 
today announcements.

Announcer: All classes canceled 
until further notice! 1:00 and all
is well!

SCENE 6 DORM ROOM

There's a knock at the door. Survival Kit Distributor hands
two Survival Kits.

Survival Kit Distributor: Good luck, 
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and Godspeed.

In the kit is a Facebook Status Board , Newspaper,
Dictionary, CD, $5, Map. He throws the cash aside, which 
Fabian pockets, and looks at map like wtf? Tim doesn't care
about anything else but the status and excitedly takes it out
and puts it on. He repeatedly writes and erases his status.

Fabian: That's not gonna catch on...

SCENE 7 BEDROOM

Passed out in bed with lights out 

Emo/scene girl with status "Charlotte misses LiveJournal. The
future is bleak." 

SCENE 8 

(Sitting with feet propped up)

Status Board says "Greg needs new shoes."

SCENE 9

"Julianne is taking a shower."  (See with towel, rubber
ducky, shower cap, and loofah,shower shoes.

SCENE 10

Person wearing all black, hood covers face.  "Cody is r.i.p.
Internet."

SCENE 11

Switch back to Fabian, w/o a status. Pan out to include Tim
in 2 shot. Looks over at Fabian.

Fabian: You all are nuts. (goes to 
get violin) Why don't you just use
this time to study instead of 
freaking out. Don't you have 
something due that you could be
working on? (Goes to tune violin.)

Tim: OH MY GOD MY PAPER!!! What am I 
going to do?! My sources are due on
Wednesday! (Tries to calm himself 
down.) Okay Timmy. You can do it.
Just calm down. (Hums children's 
song. Goes to computer to look up 
sources online and then realizes
there is no internet. His world 
implodes. Tim freaks out. Please
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improvise before saying) What am I 
gonna do?!

Fabian: You could go to the library.

Tim: What?

Fabian: The library. I'm going now 
because I'm obviously not going to
get to practice. You can come if you 
want.

Tim, looks at him with sad puppy 
eyes, nods)

Tim: Thank you....

SCENE 12

Enter library. Party person - "Jose is Party tonight?" Jose
is wandering the library with his Solo cup.

Fabian goes and sits down. Tim wanders off.

Shot of Fabian calmly taking books out of his bag.

Cut back to Tim, wandering the aisles. Stops in random
section and starts taking books off the shelf.

Tim: (as he's removing and 
appraising each book) No. No! (etc.)

SCENE 13

Greg pops up over desk.

Greg: Hey. Do you sell shoes?

Fabian: No.

SCENE 14

Tim, on the floor, passed out, books scattered around him.
Greg walks up, takes shoes, changes status to Greg has new 
shoes.

Back to Fabian, packing up. Walks over to Tim.

Fabian: Are you done?

Tim looks at him in frustration.

Fabian: What happened to your shoes?
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Tim looks down, realizes his shoes are gone. Changes status
to "Tim needs shoes."

Fabian: *sigh* Come on, you can 
borrow mine.

SCENE 15

Tim is laying on his bed talking to himself about Bridgette.
Status says, "Tim is lovesick." Fabian is playing violin.

Tim: What if Bridgette wanted to go 
out tonight?! What if she thinks I'm
blowing her off? I bet you she's got 
her clothes all laid out. Those cute
kitten heels....

Fabian: Have you even met her?

Tim: Yeah. She friended me last week 
and we've been messaging ever since.

Fabian: (writes on board: Fabian is 
not amused) Well why don't you just
call her?

Tim is silent. Fabian starts playing 
again, but stops abruptly.

Fabian: Wait. Is that the Bridgette 
with the short blonde hair and the
green eyes?

Tim: You know her?!?

Fabian: Yeah she's in my economics 
class. We did a project together.

Tim: *awkwardly gasps* Bridgette 
stealer!!!! (Fabian ignores and
starts to play again. Confronts 
Fabian)

Fabian: You know she lives down the 
hall, right?

Tim: (freaks out) Ack! Should I 
visit her? What should I say? What
should I wear?

Fabian: Shoes, preferably.

Tim walks toward door. Looks down 
and takes off status.
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Fabian: Where are you going?

Tim: To find Bridgette. (Throws 
status aside, hear clunk of violin.
Fabian starts fussing, but music 
swells to drown him out. Opens door
and blinding light comes out.)


